LTD
Coloured Glass Splashbacks and Worktops

GlassLtd was established in 1997. We are a family

based company and are renowned for supplying
excellent quality products and providing a warm
and friendly service with honest advice.

Over the years we have developed our business by
investing in machinery allowing us to manufacture
a vast range of glass products in-house. For further
information on our products please visit our website
www.uaglass.co.uk.

Unit E Arminghall Close
Norwich
Norfolk
NR3 3UE
Tel: 01603 414557
Fax: 01603 414556
www.uaglass.co.uk

Adding a Splash of Colour to Your Home
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Plum

LTD
Norfolk’s Glass Specialists......
Coloured glass splashbacks and
worktops which provide a stylish and
contemporary look, transforming the
appearance of any kitchen.
Our coloured glass is manufactured
to the highest quality. Splashbacks
and worktops are produced in
toughened safety glass, and are
therefore resistant to heat and
impact. Cut outs can be made for
sockets, taps, sinks and hobs, and
glass can be cut to shapes to reduce
the amount of joints, giving a clean,
modern finish.
Coloured glass is easy to install
using adhesive, and because it’s
non-porous it’s very hygienic, never
needs sealing, therefore requiring
minimal maintenance.

Plum

Lime

Sugared Lilac
Sugared Lilac

Sage Green

We are able to produce unlimited colours and also offer a
bespoke colour matching
service, but is advised that a sample is produced and
viewed prior to ordering finished
sizes. Samples for colours outside of our standard
sample range will incur a charge.
*Please note metallic finishes will incur an additional cost.

Ruby

Bubblegum
Bubblegum

Cool Mint

Raspberry Red

Mineral Haze
Mineral Haze

Almond

Pure Orange

Fog Grey
Fog Grey

Cream

Blueberry

Steel

Blueberry
Buttercup

Aqua

Silver*

Aqua
Rose Gold*

We provide a templating and fitting
service within Norfolk and Suffolk,
but are able to offer a nationwide
delivery on a ‘supply only’ basis.

We recommend this colour chart to be used as a guide
only. Due to printing limitations
the colours shown may vary slightly when compared to
the finished glass product.

Amethyst

Golden Saffron
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Ice

Pure White

Jet
JetBlack
Black

*Pleas

